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Symbiotic Law & Social Science:
The Case for Political Economy in the Legal Academy,
and Legal Scholarship in Political Economy
--Frank Pasquale
For many critics, legal scholarship is doubly defective. First, they consider law, as a
social science, inherently less objective than natural sciences. Whereas natural science advances,
law seems embroiled in the same old conflicts. The natural sciences become ever more precise,
while legal opinions remain mired in contestable terms. 1 And while values have no place at a
chemist’s workbench, administrative rules and adjudications teem with them. 2
Second, they consider neoclassical economics to be the queen of the social sciences, and
law a mere handmaiden in her court. 3 Or, to use a more mercantile metaphor: mainstream
economists export theory that specifies the ideal ends of social control; law merely provides a set
of means. 4 Humble legal scholars should import this precious gift of understanding to illuminate
and correct benighted common law reasoning, the dark hermeneutics of statutory interpretation,
and the labyrinth of administration.
I believe that the second critique has, at its core, a commitment to flawed ideas at the
heart of the first. The social sciences are not merely a second-rate version of the natural sciences.
They have their own distinctive methods and goals. Interpretive social scientists, in particular, try
to explain events as a text to be clarified, debated, argued about. They do not aspire to model our
understanding of people on our understanding of atoms or molecules. Critical moral questions
can’t be settled via quantification, however refined “cost benefit analysis” and other political
calculi become. Sometimes the best interpretive social science leads not to consensus, but to ever
sharper disagreement about the nature of the phenomena it describes and evaluates. That’s a
feature, not a bug, of the method: rather than trying to bury normative differences in jargon, it
surfaces them.
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Nor should an esteem for social science in general, or any particular social science, lead
to disdain for legal scholarship. At their best, legal scholars do not merely apply theories from
“real” social sciences with “real” PhD’s. The relationship between law and social science is
more complex. Legal academics are informed by other fields, but also return the favor by
providing levels of understanding and a practical orientation. 5 For example, Philip Mirowski has
pointed out that there is no one, standard, ordinary market. Legal rules deeply influence all of
them. So rather than simply importing economic (or sociological, or psychological) theories into
law, we need to assure that social scientists’ models of reality reflect the legal rules that so
deeply shape social structures. Ideally, the relationship is symbiotic, with lawyers and social
scientists in dialogue. 6
My ecological metaphor—affirming patterns of mutually beneficial exchange between
the legal academy and other faculties—is designed to appeal to two audiences. First, in law
schools themselves, many fine scholars face a crisis of confidence about the value of what they
do. 7 Aggressive critics have shamed them, seizing on an erosion of the funding model for US
law schools as an indictment of the scholarship they produce. 8 They would either eliminate
scholarship altogether, or narrow its scope to technical specifications for rearranging business
processes in order to maximize returns to shareholders and minimize the tax burden for public
administration of justice. They find many admirers in the upper echelons of the bar itself, eager
to disparage the skills of young professionals in order to justify paying them less. 9
The legal academy will continue to run a Red Queen’s Race to satisfy the demands of
those who will always have an interest in derogating its performance. 10 But as it does so, it needs
to regain a sense of the importance of what it does as part of an academy, to complement its
extant efforts to engage in professional and interprofessional training designed to improve
employment outcomes for graduates. We should continue to produce what Ian Shapiro has
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described as problem-driven scholarship, to complement and utilize more method-driven fare. 11
But we should do so in full awareness that our often practical, normative orientation illuminates
problems in extant models of social science, and helps set new agendas for them.
The shifting sands of education financing may well transform the dominant modes of
legal studies into an undergraduate major, or a masters-style course shorter than the JD. I note
this only as an empirical possibility, not to endorse it. But such developments should have at
least one positive outcome: sparking a sense of solidarity in the legal academy with the broader
academy, as law schools or departments re-emphasize the types of abstract critical thinking
already identified as the key value of undergraduate majors in, say, philosophy, history, or
economics. The self-identification of law schools as parts of universities, and not just parts of
state or national bars, should enable a more self-conscious embrace of “big picture” thinking that
is a hallmark of much valuable work in the social sciences writ large. 12
The university enables interdisciplinary work, and political economy is an ideally hybrid
discursive space for this process of mutual inspiration and correction. While it has, of late, been
dominated by “positive political economists” focused on the pathologies of governance, there is
a venerable tradition of political economists studying the “ideal role of the state in the economic
and social organization of a country.” 13 Lawyers are particularly well-suited to the task of
studying political economy, because we are the ones drafting, interpreting, and applying the rules
governing the interface between state actors and firms.
Integrating the long-divided fields of politics and economics, a renewal of modern
political economy could unravel “wicked problems” neither states nor markets alone can
address. 14 Indeed, the very terms “state” and “market” are beginning to seem antiquated. For
example, Medicare may be publicly funded, but it’s ultimately run by a panoply of private
contractors. 15 Banks may make tremendous profits from financial “markets,” but the main reason
they have deposits and counterparties to deal with is governmental guarantees that take the sting
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out of credit risk—and, in turn, reward many of those administering such guarantees with
lucrative jobs once they leave government. 16
So a purely economic approach to “markets” here, or a purely political approach to
“states,” misses the critical interaction between the two. A political economic approach is vital,
and reflected in the enduring interest in the social theory of Smith and Mill, Tocqueville and
Durkheim, Weber and Habermas. We still read realists like Robert Lee Hale, not just for ideas
about regulation and legal reform, but because of their cutting analysis of the relationship
between politics and markets. Today, several legal scholars are reviving this political economic
perspective, suggesting interpretations, descriptions, and explanations of important social
phenomenon that are valuable entirely separately from the legal reforms they justify or
recommend.
This essay provides three perspectives on political economy and law. Part II explains why
political economy needs law, focusing on gaps in Piketty’s Capital in the 21st Century. One of
the most important works of social science of our time, Capital is the best-selling book in the
century-long history of Harvard University Press, and a rare work of scholarship to reach the top
spot on Amazon sales rankings. 17 As one critic observes, “Piketty’s success, like that of Hayek,
comes in part because of his willingness to write about the economy as a political space.” 18 But a
growing chorus of critics have faulted Piketty’s policy prescriptions as either utopian or
hopelessly small-bore. The failure of Piketty’s political economy to engage adequately with legal
academics and activists left Capital vulnerable to such critiques, however authoritatively its
author put to bed strictly data-related challenges to the validity of his conclusions.
The mirror image of this problem—law sorely needing political economy—is also
evident. Part III quickly surveys areas of law insufficiently informed with a sophisticated social
theory of economic and political power, and then focuses on a particularly problematic policy
space: finance. Far too much work in the area assumes that there is something like a “market” in
financial instruments which exists prior to the set of laws now governing it. Once we grasp how
constitutive law is of markets in general, and financial markets in particular, a much broader
range of policy options emerges. This broader range of options is vital to the future of what is
now technocratically deemed “finreg.”
Part IV examines the practical efforts of the Association of Professors of Political
Economy and Law (APPEAL) to recognize excellent academic work, restore a traditionally
reciprocal relationship between law and social science, and revitalize the role of legal academics
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as bold new thinkers in not just the implementation, but also the development, of social policy. 19
Bridging the gaps between political science and economics, the legal academy can help improve
policy, and critique it when it goes awry. Our first conference, Critiquing Cost Benefit Analysis
in Financial Regulation, brought together scholars from around the country with policymakers
and advocates in Washington, to develop a rigorous response to industry efforts to hamstring
Dodd-Frank Act implementation via ersatz quantifications of its likely effects on the economy.
This critical project is a first step toward a more developed account of political economy and
law: legal analysis that grapples with (rather than abstracts away) the unending interplay between
politics and markets.
II. Why Political Economy Needs Law: The Case of Piketty
Piketty’s Capital in the Twenty-First Century is a rare scholarly achievement. It weaves
together description and prescription, facts and values, economics, politics, and history, with an
assured and graceful touch. 20 So clear is Piketty’s reasoning, and so compelling the enormous
data apparatus he brings to bear, that few can doubt he has fundamentally altered our
appreciation of the scope, duration, and intensity of inequality. 21
Piketty’s basic finding is that, absent extraordinary political interventions, the rate of
return on capital (r) is greater than the rate of growth of the economy generally (g). 22 He finds
that this relationship persists over time, and in the many countries with reliable data on wealth
and income. 23 This simple inequality relationship has many troubling implications, especially in
light of historical conflicts between capital and labor.
Most persons support themselves primarily by wages—that is, what they earn from their
labor. As capital takes more of economic output (an implication of r > g persisting over time),
less is left for labor. Thus if we are concerned about unequal incomes and living standards, we
cannot simply hope for a rising tide of growth to lift the fortunes of those in the bottom quintiles
of the income and wealth distribution. As capital gains in power and influence, it takes more of
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the economic surplus that would be necessary to relieve their fate—unless law intervenes and
demands some form of redistribution.24
The concentration of capital (any asset that generates income or gains in monetary value)
is a natural concomitant of economic growth under capitalism—and tends to intensify if growth
slows or stops. 25 Inherited fortunes become more important than those earned via labor, since the
“miracle of compound interest” overwhelms any particularly hard-working person or ingenious
idea. Once fortunes grow large enough, their owners can simply live off the interest and
dividends they generate, without ever drawing on the principle. At the “escape velocity” enjoyed
by some foundations and ultra-rich individuals, annual expenses are far less than annual income,
precipitating ever-greater principal. This is Warren Buffett’s classic “snowball” of wealth—and
we should not underestimate its ability to purchase the political favors that help constitute
Buffettian “moats” around the businesses favored by Berkshire-Hathaway. 26 Dynasties form and
entrench their power. If they can make capital pricy enough, even extraordinary innovations
may primarily benefit their financers, rather than their inventors.
Deepening the Social Science of Political Economy
Just as Rawls’s Theory of Justice laid a foundation for a generation of theorizing about
social justice, Piketty’s work is so generative that one could envision whole social scientific
fields revitalized by it. 27 Political economy is the most promising, a long tradition of (as Piketty
puts it) studying the “ideal role of the state in the economic and social organization of a
country.” 28 Integrating the long-divided fields of politics and economics, a renewal of modern
political economy could unravel “wicked problems” neither states nor markets alone can
address. 29
But the emphasis in Piketty’s definition of political economy on “a country,” versus
countries, or the world, is in tension with the global solutions he recommends for the regulation
of capital. The dream of neoliberal globalization was to unite the world via markets. 30 Antiglobalization activists have often advanced a rival vision of local self-determination, predicated
24
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on overlaps between political and economic boundaries. State-bound political economy could
theorize those units. But, as Piketty shows, capital tends to slip the bonds of states, migrating to
tax havens.
In the rarefied world of the global superrich, privacy is a purchasable commodity.
Certainly there are always risks of discovery, or being taken advantage of by a disreputable tax
shelter broker or shady foreign bank. But for many wealthy individuals, tax havenry has been a
rite of passage on the way to membership in a shadowy global elite. Piketty’s proposed global
wealth tax would need international enforcement—for even the Foreign Accounts Tax
Compliance Act (FATCA) imposed via America’s fading hegemony (and praised by Piketty) has
only begun to address the problem of hidden (or runaway) wealth (and income). 31
It will be very difficult to track down the world’s hidden fortunes and tax them properly.
Had Piketty consulted more legal sources, he may have acknowledged the problem more
adequately in Capital. 32 Such an acknowledgment could have led to a more convincing (and
comprehensive) examination of the shortcomings of capitalism, rather than an economistic
reliance on taxes and transfers. Never using the term “industrial policy” in his book, Piketty
hopes that law may make the bounty of extant economic arrangements accessible to all. But we
need to begin to ask whether our very process of creating goods and services itself impedes better
distribution. 33
When economic outcomes create distributive concerns, policymakers can either
substantively intervene to reshape the benefits and burdens of commerce (predistribution or
industrial policy), or may, post hoc, use taxes and transfer programs to redistribute income and
wealth. For establishment economists, redistribution (happening after initial allocations by “the
market”) is almost always considered more efficient than “distortion” of markets by regulation or
public provision. 34
Legally Bounding Knowledge: Bank Secrecy and Tax Havenry
Tax law has historically been our primary way of arranging such redistribution, and
Piketty makes it a focus of the concluding part of his book, called “Regulating Capital.” Piketty
laments the current state of tax reporting and enforcement. Very wealthy individuals have
31
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developed complex webs of shell entities to hide their true wealth and earnings. 35 As one
journalist observed, “Behind a New York City deed, there may be a Delaware LLC, which may
be managed by a shell company in the British Virgin Islands, which may be owned by a trust in
the Isle of Man, which may have a bank account in Liechtenstein managed by the private banker
in Geneva. The true owner behind the structure might be known only to the banker. ” 36 This is
the dark side of globalization: the hidden structures that shield the unscrupulous from
accountability. 37
The most fundamental tool of tax secrecy is separation: between persons and their
money, between corporations and the persons who control them, between beneficial and nominal
controllers of wealth. When money can pass between countries as easily as digital files, skilled
lawyers and accountants can make it impossible for tax authorities to uncover the beneficial
owners of assets (and the income streams generated by those assets). 38
Piketty believes that one key way to address inequality is strict enforcement of laws like
the Foreign Accounts Tax Compliance Act (FATCA), which is a United States-led effort to track
down the wealth and earnings of United States citizens. 39 But America cannot accomplish much
without pervasive global cooperation. Thus the international challenge of inequality haunts
Capital. As money concentrates in an ever smaller global “superclass” (to use David J.
Rothkopf’s term), it’s easier for it to escape any ruling authority. 40 Today’s greatest hoards of
wealth are digitized, as easily moved and hidden as digital files.
We have no idea what taxes may be due from trillions of dollars in offshore wealth, or to
what purposes it is directed. 41 In less developed countries, dictators and oligarchs smuggle ill-
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gotten gains abroad. Groups like Global Financial Integrity and the Tax Justice Network
estimate that illicit financial flows out of poor countries (and into richer ones, often via tax
havens) are ten times greater than the total sum of all development aid—nearly $1 trillion per
year. Given that the total elimination of extreme global poverty could cost about $175 billion
per year for twenty years, this is not a trivial loss of funds—completely apart from what the
developing world loses in the way of investment when its wealthiest residents opt to stash cash in
secrecy jurisdictions. 42
An adviser to the Tax Justice Network once said that assessing money kept offshore is an
“exercise in night vision,” like trying to measure “the economic equivalent of an astrophysical
black hole.” 43 Shell corporations can hide connections between persons and their money,
between corporations and the persons who control them, between beneficial and nominal owners.
Law enforcement could try to connect all these dots, but there is always another secrecy
jurisdiction willing to take in the assets of the conniving. Thus when Piketty recommends that
“the only way to obtain tangible results is to impose automatic sanctions not only on banks but
also on countries that refuse to require their financial institutions” to report on wealth and
income to proper taxing authorities, one has to wonder: what super-institution will impose the
penalties? Is this to be an ancillary function of the WTO? 44 Similarly, equating the imposition of
a tax on capital with “the stroke of a pen” (568) underestimates the complexity of implementing
such a tax, and the predictable forms of resistance that the wealth defense industry will engage
in. 45 All manner of societal and cultural, public and private, institutions will need to entrench
such a tax if it is to be a stable corrective to the juggernaut of r > g. 46
Given how much else the book accomplishes, this demand may strike some as a cavil—
something better accomplished by Piketty’s next work, or by an altogether different set of allied
social scientists. But if Capital itself is supposed to model (rather than merely call for) a new
discipline of political economy, it needs to provide more detail about the path from here to its
prescriptions. Philosophers like Thomas Pogge and Leif Wenar, and lawyers like Terry Fisher
and Talha Syed, have been quite creative in thinking through the actual institutional
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arrangements that could lead to better distribution of health care, health research, and revenues
from natural resources. 47 They are not cited in Capital¸but their work could have enriched its
institutional analysis greatly.
A book is often influenced by its author’s imagined critics. Piketty, decorous in his prose
style and public appearances, strains to fit his explosive results into the narrow range of
analytical tools and policy proposals that august economists won’t deem “off the wall.” 48 Rather
than deeply considering the legal and institutional challenges to global tax coordination, Piketty
focuses on explaining in great detail the strengths and limitations of the data he and a team of
researchers have been collecting for over a decade. But a renewed social science of political
economy depends on economists’ ability to expand their imagined audience of critics, to those
employing qualitative methodologies, to attorneys and policy experts working inside and outside
the academy, and to activists and journalists with direct knowledge of the phenomena addressed.
The undertaxation of America’s wealthy has helped them capture key political processes,
and in turn demand even less taxation. The dynamic of circularity teaches us that there is no
stable, static equilibrium to be achieved between regulators and regulated. The government is
either pushing industry to realize some public values in its activities (say, by investing in
sustainable growth), or industry is pushing its regulators to promote its own interests. 49 Piketty
may worry that, if he too easily accepts this core tenet of politico-economic interdependence,
he’ll be dismissed as a statist socialist. But until political economists do so, their work cannot do
justice to the voices of those prematurely dead as a result of the relentless pursuit of profit—
ranging from the Lonmin miners, to those crushed at Rana Plaza, to the spike of suicides
provoked by European austerity and Indian microcredit gone wrong, to the thousands of
Americans who will die early because they are stuck in states that refuse to expand Medicaid. 50
47
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Contemporary political economy can only mature if capitalism’s ghosts constrain our theory and
practice as pervasively as communism’s specter does.
Piketty has been compared to Alexis de Tocqueville: a French outsider capable of
discerning truths about the United States that its own sages were too close to observe. The
function social equality played in Tocqueville’s analysis, is taken up by economic inequality in
Piketty’s: a set of self-reinforcing trends fundamentally reshaping the social order. 51 I’ve written
tens of thousands of words on this inequality, but the verbal itself may be outmatched in the face
of the numbers and force behind these trends. 52 As film director Alex Rivera puts it, in
an interview with The New Inquiry:
I don’t think we even have the vocabulary to talk about what we lose as contemporary
virtualized capitalism produces these new disembodied labor relations. . . . The broad,
hegemonic clarity is the knowledge that a capitalist enterprise has the right to seek out the
cheapest wage and the right to configure itself globally to find it. . . . The next stage in
this process. . .is for capital to configure itself to enable every single job to be put on the
global market through the network and its increasingly sophisticated physical outputs. 53
Amazon’s “Mechanical Turk” has begun that process, supplying “turkers” to perform
tasks at a penny each. 54 Uber, Lyft, TaskRabbit, and various “gig economy” imitators assure
that micro-labor is on the rise, leaving micro-wages in its wake. 55 Workers are shifting from paid
vacation to stay-cation to “nano-cation” to “paid time off” to hoarding hours to cover the dry
spells when work disappears. 56 These developments are all predictable consequences of a
globalization premised on maximizing finance rents, top manager compensation, and returns to
shareholders.
Further Erosion of Our Moral Compass: Failure to Expand Medicaid to Low-Income People in All States, 28 Am.
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Inequality is becoming more outrageous than even caricaturists would dare. The richest
woman in the world (Gina Rinehart) has advised fellow Australians to temper their wage
demands, given that they are competing against Africans willing to work for two dollars day. 57
Or consider the construct of Dogland, from Korzeniewicz and Moran’s 2009 book, Unveiling
Inequality:
The magnitude of global disparities can be illustrated by considering the life of dogs in
the United States. According to a recent estimate . . . in 2007-2008 the average yearly
expenses associated with owning a dog were $1425 . . . For sake of argument, let us
pretend that these dogs in the US constitute their own nation, Dogland, with their average
maintenance costs representing the average income of this nation of dogs.
By such a standard, their income would place Dogland squarely as a middle-income
nation, above countries such as Paraguay and Egypt. In fact, the income of Dogland
would place its canine inhabitants above more than 40% of the world population. . . . And
if we were to focus exclusively on health care expenditures, the gap becomes
monumental: the average yearly expenditures in Dogland would be higher than health
care expenditures in countries that account for over 80% of the world population. 58
Given disparities like this, wages cannot possibly reflect desert: who can really argue that
a basset hound, however adorable, has “earned” more than a Bangladeshi laborer? Cambridge
economist Ha Joon Chang asks us to compare the job and the pay of transport workers in
Stockholm and Calcutta. “Skill” has little to do with it. The former, drivers on clean and wellkept roads, may easily be paid fifty times more than the latter, who may well be engaged in
backbreaking, and very skilled, labor to negotiate passengers among teeming pedestrians,
motorbikes, trucks, and cars. 59
Once the importance of “skill biased technological change” is properly discounted, the
classic economic rationale for such differentials focuses on the incentives necessary to induce
labor. In Sweden, for example, government assures that a person is unlikely to starve, no matter
how many hours a week he or she works. By contrast, in India, 42% of the children under five
years old are malnourished. 60 So while it takes $15 or $20 an hour just to get the Swedish
worker to show up, the typical Indian can be motivated to labor for much less. But of course, at
this point the market rationale for the wage differential breaks down entirely, because the
background set of social expectations of earnings absent work is epiphenomenal of stateguaranteed patterns of social insurance. The critical questions are: how did the Swedes generate
adequate goods and services for their population, and the social commitment to redistribution
57
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necessary in order to assure that unemployment is not a death sentence? And how can such social
arrangements create basic entitlements to food, housing, health care, and education, around the
world?
Piketty’s proposals for regulating capital would be more compelling if they attempted to
answer questions like those, rather than focusing on the dry, technocratic aim of tax-driven
redistribution. Moreover, even within the realm of tax law and policy, Piketty will need to
grapple with several enforcement challenges if a global wealth tax is to succeed. But to its great
credit, Capital adopts a methodology capacious enough to welcome the contributions of legal
academics and a broad range of social scientists to the study (and remediation) of inequality. 61 It
is now up to us to accept the invitation, realizing that if we refuse, accelerating inequality will
undermine the relevance—and perhaps even the very existence--of independent legal authority.
III. Why Legal Scholarship Needs More Politico-Economic Perspectives: The Case of HighFrequency Trading
Intellectual historians, theorists of the social studies of science, and philosophers of
science have traced patterns of intellectual exchange and bricolage among (and within) the
natural and social sciences. 62 They also recognize the permeability of the boundary between
“science” and culture, explanation and description, facts and values. As Piketty observes:
I dislike the expression “economic science,” which strikes me as terribly arrogant
because it suggests that economics has attained a higher scientific status than the other
social sciences. I much prefer the expression “political economy,” which may seem oldfashioned but to my mind conveys the only thing that sets economics apart from the other
social sciences: its political, normative, and moral purpose…The question it asked was:
What public policies and institutions bring us closer to an ideal society? 63
That last sentence—about a social science that asks “What public policies and institutions bring
us closer to an ideal society?”—should be familiar to every legal scholar. The vast majority of
our articles are designed to have a “normative bite,” even if the standard apparatus of literature
review, footnotes, and anticipation of objections leaves many proposals closer to nibbles.
So are the authors of these law review articles like Moliere’s Monsieur Jourdain,
speaking political economy all their careers without even knowing it? 64 Unfortunately, it does
not yet make sense to classify broad swathes of legal scholarship as contributing directly to the
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discipline of political economy. 65 The hallmark of the political economic approach is a
persistent awareness of the mutual constitution of states and markets, institutions and individuals,
via historical processes. This is still the exception, not the norm, among legal scholars.
“So what?”, some might ask. Why not permit law professors to develop a scholarly
identity as master technicians, perfecting the types of reasoning and analysis that practicing
lawyers engage in every day? If law schools were simply trade schools, divorced from
universities, that may well be a sensible evolution for the profession. But the role of law
professors among the community of scholars has always been more complex. 66 Moreover, there
is more to significant legal practice than technique. 67
An obsession with technique, at the expense of serious consideration of ultimate ends and
political judgment, also threatens to accelerate the self-marginalization of some legal academics.
For example, ever more elaborate disclosure schemes for campaign finances are not likely to be
effective if, as is happening now, complex corporate structures make it nearly impossible for
voters to truly understand the ultimate funders of candidates. Nor is a small reminder of that
anonymity likely to do much to deter voters from being affected by an ad. 68 Moreover, mere
disclosure means little in a context where (as in the recent New York Democratic primary for
governor between Andrew Cuomo and Zephyr Teachout) one candidate can outspend the other
40 : 1.
Whole swathes of corporate law tend to tinker around the edge of governance and
compensation schemes without acknowledging how skewed the allocation of productivity gains
have become (away from labor, and toward capital and top managers). In hundreds of articles,
the maximization of “shareholder value” is the presumed goal of corporate law. But we now live
in an era when capital is extraordinarily concentrated. The primary end of financial markets
should not be trying to guarantee that the 96% of financial wealth held by the top quintile
generates maximum returns for those owners. Scholars analyzing (and proposing reforms) of
such markets must offer some plan for assuring positive outcomes for the other 80% of the
population. Otherwise, we should expect an ever-growing divergence between the main owners
of capital and those whose primary income derives from labor.
A Case Study in Finance Law: High Frequency Trading
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With the publication of Michael Lewis’s book Flash Boys, the computerization of finance
has finally entered the limelight. 69 Lewis’s bombshell book accused high technology traders
(and complicit exchanges) of rigging the stock market. 70 Though concerns about misuse of
technology had been growing for years, mass media attention spurred a flurry of regulatory
activity. 71 Cases against leading firms and “dark pools” are now pending, and Congress has
investigated trading practices. 72 Regulators are aiming to separate the wheat from the chaff,
permitting legitimate forms of high-frequency trading, while punishing or effectively prohibiting
more destructive forms. 73
Unfortunately, mainstream policy discussion about high-frequency trading is unlikely to
improve capital markets significantly. Legal commentary on high-frequency trading suffers from
a fundamental misconception about the nature of the relationship between law and finance. 74
Whereas most legal commentators assume that the technology of finance is independent of legal
rules, such rules are in fact a prime driver of technological developments in finance. The
literature on high-frequency trading also tends to assume without proving that the primary goal
of the financial system is to promote liquidity – that is, to assure that equities can be bought and
sold in the fastest, most expeditious manner possible. This, too, is a problematic assumption,
because sometimes a financial system can do far more to facilitate real productivity and
economic stability when it puts some friction into exchange and encourages long-term
investment. There is no necessary relationship between the overall wisdom of capital allocation
in a society and its enabling ever decreasing time commitments to investment. 75
Policymakers’ failure to recognize that finance is endogenous to law, and that liquidity is
only one of many values in a financial system, has distorted legal scholarship on high-frequency
69
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trading. Leading scholars’ primary concern is whether regulators can keep up with the
technology of the high-frequency traders. 76 They should be examining how regulation itself
incentivized the development of millisecond-level trading technology, and could in the future
reduce (or even eliminate) its appeal. Moreover, the finance law scholarship program of finetuning the practices of extant public exchanges (and dark pools) misses a critical problem with
equity trading: its short termism. 77 Management teams and boards at publicly traded companies
will become less likely to make important, long-term investments when stock prices are
increasingly driven by short run trading dynamics.
Fortunately, an emerging approach to financial affairs, known as the Legal Theory of
Finance (LTF), offers illumination here, and should guide future policy interventions. 78 Led by
Columbia Law Professor Katharina Pistor, an interdisciplinary research team of social scientists
and attorneys have documented the ways in which law is constitutive of financial markets.
Revitalizing the tradition of legal realism, Pistor has demonstrated the critical role of law in
generating modern finance. Though law to some extent shapes all markets, in finance it is
fundamental—the “products” traded are very little more than legal recognitions of obligations to
buy or sell, own or owe. 79
The legal theory of finance changes the debate, which can now move beyond stale
dichotomies like “law vs. technology,” or “state vs. market.” As Pistor shows, “financial markets
are rule-bound systems” and “finance is essentially hybrid between state and markets, public and
private.” 80 The legal theory of finance also enables a more substantive dialogue about the
purpose of finance, beyond merely increasing the speed, efficiency, and accuracy of trading.
Once we acknowledge that public resources are the critical foundation of modern finance, we
can begin to re-instill it with public purpose. Here, another branch of thought about finance—
mainly arising out of the work of British economists like Mary Mellor, Geoff Mulgan, Ann
Pettifor, and Mariana Mazzucato—should inform American debate. 81 Their substantive approach
to finance, focused on the most productive deployment of capital, is a necessary corrective to
decades of procedural focus in US law.
76
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Law informed by political economy redefines the problem of high-frequency trading
through the twin lenses of the legal theory of finance and substantive guidance of investment.
The common mental picture of hapless, outmatched regulators contending with technical
expertise beyond their comprehension is misleading. First, it was regulators who changed the
rules and sparked the rapid growth of high-frequency trading technologies. 82 Second, regulators’
lack of resources is not simply the natural state of affairs—rather, it is one intensively pursued by
lobbyists who influence the relevant Congressional committees to cut appropriations, and to
prevent agencies like the SEC and CFTC from keeping some share of the billions of dollars they
effectively earn by policing markets and imposing fines. 83 The relevant regulators could always
go back and undo or alter the rules that make milliseconds matter in trading. Congress could
empower regulators to do more to deter misuses of latency (i.e., the delays in transmission
between certain orders and their execution). A tax as small as a tenth of a penny per trade could
effectively end most high-frequency trading. Rather than taking the current rules and
technological capabilities of law enforcement as the given baseline for discussions of highfrequency trading, we should instead view them as the prime targets of reform.
Defining High-frequency Trading
Modern equity markets are very complex. 84 Whereas trading was once done by actual
human beings, the majority of trading today is done by sophisticated computers running complex
algorithms (commonly referred to as algorithmic trading). 85 For example, consider what happens
when an investor logs into an account at a brokerage to place an order (all within a second, given
automation). 86 The broker will sometimes send the trade to wholesalers. 87 As of 2012, these
82
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wholesalers could “internalize” about a fifth of trades, matching them with their own internal
orders. 88 The rest of the trades are sent out to two types of trading venues: public exchanges and
dark pools. 89
Public exchanges must display prices openly and have other obligations to customers. 90
As of early 2013, seven companies were operating thirteen public exchanges. 91 Dark pools, by
contrast, are more numerous and opaque. 92 Handling about 13 percent of orders, they are favored
by traders who do not want news of their activities to be disseminated (too quickly) to other
traders. 93
Why does secrecy matter? Consider, for instance, a trader who wanted to buy a sizeable
portion of shares at each hour of the day, from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. If rival traders learned of
that strategy at 10:30 a.m., they might buy shares ahead of the sequential purchases, knowing the
later purchases would drive up demand (and thus price). They could then make a quick profit by
selling the shares to the sequential purchaser. Instead of seeing shares rise after his purchases,
he’d see them rise before. His action may well be the primary reason for the rise, but the profits
for it would go to the people who traded ahead of him. By contrast, imagine if the news of the
sequential purchases breaks the next day. At that point, markets may interpret the buys as a sign
of the strength of the company offering the shares. In that scenario, the sequential purchaser gets
to keep the gains attributable to his own “vote of confidence” in the shares. It’s all a matter of
timing.
Those in favor of ever higher frequency of trading (and ever more granular measures of
the time of the placing of bids and asks) argue that no trader “deserves” to reap the benefits of
leading or spurring investment in an equity merely by being first. 94 They shed no tears for the
sequential trader effectively scooped by anticipatory algorithms. Yet that same logic should
apply a fortiori to their own activity. The question of where any gains from trading go is at
bottom one of policy, not pure economic theory. The markets can be structured to neutralize any
given party’s advantage; the real question is whether proactive structuring by any given market
or regulator will substantially diminish economic productivity, not liquidity.
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Computer programs now execute a sizeable portion of daily transactions. 95 The time
frame has narrowed, and there are plenty of opportunities to gain a temporarily hidden
advantage. The Wall Street Journal exposed a simple example involving sneak peeks at
important reports. Algorithms parse major news stories the moment they “break” online,
instantly dispatching buy or sell orders (when, say, the words “Pfizer” and “lawsuit” or
“breakthrough drug” appear in the same paragraph). 96 Reports can easily move markets. By
paying for early access to the data, sometimes as little as two seconds, traders beat rivals who
assumed they were all on a level playing field. 97
Of course, buying early access to data streams is in some ways a self-defeating project—
as soon as it is exposed, smart traders may stop using the data altogether as a prompt to trading.
Or they may up the ante, and try to outwit the early-data buyers at their own game. How might
that work? The key is the fragmentation of markets for stocks, and superfast communication
technology. Let’s say one trader’s bots put in a buy order for 5,000 shares of Pfizer at $100 a
share after parsing a report with the words “Pfizer” and “breakthrough” in it at 9:54:58 a.m. (58
seconds after 9:54 a.m., and two seconds before the story is made public). That order itself may
be a kind of news to other traders, once it is transmitted to their terminals. If someone else’s bots
can process a trade before the early trader can, they can beat him to the punch. And just as the
early trader paid for a peek at the news report before other saw it, a flash trader may pay the
early trader’s exchange to find out immediately when the order has been placed.
High-frequency trading (HFT) allows transactions to occur in fractions of a second. 98 In
the example above, one trader may manage to grab the shares at 9:54:58:100 a.m. (58 seconds
and 100 milliseconds (thousandths of a second) after 9:54 a.m.). There are at least two types of
information advantage deployed here. First, high-frequency traders are profiling pending orders
on exchanges to try to detect likely price movements milliseconds before they occur. They can
do so by paying for “direct data feeds” from public exchanges. 99 Such direct feeds convey
95
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information faster to paid subscribers than they do to the Securities Information Processor (SIP),
which is the standard report of trading activity (such as posted bids and offers) at an exchange. 100
When a high-frequency trader can obtain information on likely trades before (most of) the rest of
the market, he can engage in “latency arbitrage”—that is, to take advantage of a temporary
knowledge advantage to anticipate where the market is going (even if the price movement is very
slight) and act accordingly. 101
The strategies of HFT are supercharged by big data. They require the use of past patterns
of trading to predict the future. Consider, for instance, how weather forecasting can be almost
impossible two weeks out, but almost certain over a time span of minutes or hours, given
contemporary models and monitoring of weather patterns. 102 So too can the prediction of
momentary market moves in response to, say, an order for 100,000 shares of a stock be nearcertain (even if we still have far less sense of where the stock will be in two weeks).
HFT strategy depends entirely on information advantage—knowing something (or
algorithmically decoding some signal) before everyone else does. 103 Lately, the limiting factor in
fast trading is not computing power, but communication power. Thus firms are paying to
construct ultrafast cables between financial centers. 104 Spread Networks spent over $200 million
to lay a cable between Chicago and New York-area exchanges, estimating that firms could make
$20 billion in a year exploiting price discrepancies (lasting less than a second) between the two
cities. 105 Modelers have devised more extreme solutions to the time delay problem. An “optimal
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scheme” would “push trading firms to build new computers [at] the exact, optimal points in
between markets”—even if that happened to be in the middle of an ocean. 106
Evaluating High-frequency Trading
Before addressing the legal and economic theory specific to finance, it is helpful to
consider the problem of high-frequency trading from another perspective: that of rank ordering
in a competition. Consider, for instance, a school that wants to name a valedictorian, and finds
that the top two grade point averages are 3.94645 (Bob’s) and 3.94646 (Ann’s). If the rule
established beforehand is “the valedictorian is the person with the highest GPA,” Ann is the
obvious choice. However, if the school had clarified that GPAs were rounded to the second
decimal place, the two tie for co-valedictorian, with GPAs of 3.95. I take no position on whether
either is the more desirable outcome (though I am deeply skeptical that a 0.00001 point
difference is in any way a reliable indicator of the relative intelligence or work ethic of the two
students). I just want to observe that, when it comes to such fine-grained differentiations, either
rule can be plausibly chosen: to make a 10,000th of a point, or even a billionth of a point, count,
or to decide via rounding to limit the number of significant figures in the determination. 107
A similar logic should guide our treatment of HFT. Though the determination of
common, precise standards of time has been a hallmark of scientific and technological advance,
its value to systems of buying and selling is always relative to the social purpose of those
systems. 108 There is no inherent virtue in being able to measure the time that a trade is placed
and submitted in either thousandths, millionths, billionths, or quadrillionths of a second. HFT
advocates may say that, without finer demarcations of time, they are stuck deciding what to do
with, say, two orders that both come in at 10:00:01 for a set sale of the only 100 shares of stock
available that day. Knowing that one came in at 10:00:01:001 and the other at 10:00:01:002
allows the shares to be allocated to the first purchaser. But the rule could just as easily be set to
choose, at random, one order to allocate the shares to. Or to divide them evenly. Or to offer each
bidder the chance to rebid within one hour. Once the rule is set, traders adapt. All of these
methods can be translated into the high technology of contemporary finance.
In short, technology does not necessarily drive markets toward the goal of ever-faster
trading. The social practice of buying and selling stocks is fundamentally malleable, and
technology makes it ever more malleable. 109 As Travis Breaux has shown, the computation of
“terms of use” online makes possible extraordinarily detailed and diverse set of privacy
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preferences to be chosen by consumers and businesses. 110 Moreover, “computational contracts”
have a long history in finance and could be applied here. 111 Trading is never merely a market—
rather, it is always already a co-creation of markets and states. The only way trading happens is
because an intricate set of rules governs and defines nearly all aspects of the consequences of
placing an order, cancelling the order, denying or delaying the fulfillment of an order, among
myriad other considerations. Without those rules, the “market” would grind to a halt. As the
legal theory of finance shows, there is no sophisticated contemporary financial trading system
outside the rules established by authorities. 112
Law is constitutive of so-called financial markets, not some mere side constraint on
them. The “products” traded are very little more than legal recognitions of obligations to buy
or sell, own or owe. Trading patterns rapidly adopt to changing legal rules—as evidenced by the
rise of HFT itself. For example, consider proposals to regulate access to co-location, in wake of
the HFT arms race to place servers as close as possible to trading hubs. Currently, only those
players with the most money can afford to have their servers placed closest to the exchanges’
servers. A rule favoring more equal access to co-location might would reduce unfairness
resulting from this zero-sum race to fast access. Cognizant of this, the CTFC proposed a rule in
June 2010 requiring uniform access to co-location facilities. 114
113

If that kind of rulemaking appears too complex or contested, another proposal would also
solve many problems arising out of HFT: namely, a very small financial transactions tax. 115
Trivial from the perspective of ordinary traders who make, say, dozens of trades per day, a tax of
a penny per trade would be devastating for those who use bots to execute millions. The European
Union has already proposed such an intervention. 116 Top economists have also supported it. 117 A
financial transactions tax would deter the complex trading schemes behind some black box
finance, and the volatility they engender.
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For finance traditionalists, stepped up regulatory interventions or taxation are troubling
because they are alleged to distort financial markets. Their implicit normative lodestar is the
legitimacy of the present in contrast to the presumed illegitimacy of a reshaped process and
purpose for trading. Were there societal consensus on the value of present trading practices, they
might have a point. However, prominent economists, politicians, and even the public at large
have expressed suspicion about the real value of current financial sector activities.
Regulators’ present agenda for HFT entails a number of paradoxes. The purely
procedural commitment to reduce unfair information advantage suggests a positive aspiration to
eliminate latency for information transmission. But such an ideal bumps up against the laws of
physics, as well as a largely privatized telecommunications grid. 118 Even light has a speed limit
(186 miles per millisecond). There will always be natural distortions, or mere differences in
distance, that undermine the ideal of instantaneous communications and universally uniform
presentations of bids and offers. The SEC and other regulators have substituted an impossible
technical goal (a level playing field for information and order transmission) for more substantive
engagement with investment patterns.
What would substantive financial regulation entail? Consider John Cassidy’s
commonsense explanation of liquidity:
Liquidity refers to how easy or difficult it is to buy and sell. A share of stock in a
company on the Nasdaq is a very liquid asset: using a discount brokerage such as
Fidelity, you can sell it in seconds for less than ten dollars. A chocolate factory is an
illiquid asset: disposing of it is time-consuming and costly. The classic justification for
market-making and other types of trading is that they endow the market with liquidity. . .
. But liquidity, or at least the perception of it, has a downside. 119
Cassidy goes on to explain how liquidity can encourage short-termism and wreaks havoc with
the planning of some entities. But some of those plans were, no doubt, unwise, and deserving of
a withdrawal of support. Thus a critique of short-termism cannot itself merely be formal, blindly
encouraging long term investment. It must, instead, offer some evaluative metrics of projects that
deserve long term support. Where should long-term allocations of capital be directed?
Many economists and social scientists are offering compelling answers. For example,
Mariana Mazzucato has underscored the importance of nanotechnology as a general-purpose
technology that could dramatically expand the production possibilities frontier for our society. 120
She also documents the critical role green technology could play in disentangling the developed
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world from various negative effects of fossil fuels. 121 Even if shale gas and other alternative
carbon sources have reduced the urgency of a green energy transition at present, there are still
enormous opportunities to increase efficiency (and democratize energy access) in renewables. 122
Paul Krugman and Joseph Stiglitz have also provided compelling answers, focusing on
infrastructure and basic research. 123 Robert Kuttner has creatively developed plans for
professionalizing several occupations that are presently under-trained and under-paid. 124 Focused
on home health aides and nursing home workers, a project like Kuttner’s could flip the baby
boom’s aging from an economic threat to a boon capable of providing stable, sustainable jobs. 125
We need to hear from far more social scientists like them. Without clear substantive answers to
the question concerning finance, all we can reliably expect in the future is that capital will be
allocated to whatever instruments lead to the highest fees for self-serving intermediaries. 126
How did American financial regulators’ focus on the sequence of information disclosure
lead them into this paradoxical position—of effectively trying to correct for tiny time differences
that may arise out of variations in the location of traders and the communications equipment they
can afford? Part of the answer lies in an insufficiently politico-economic approach. “Finance
experts” who measure policy’s effectiveness with referenc to internal metrics of value (like
promoting liquidity or the efficiency of transactions) only achieve a patina of rigor by
deliberately ignoring rival values (such as long-term commitment to important projects, or the
deterrence of unnecessary or manipulative transactions).
Historical understanding of the development of finance regulation also helps us
understand the “roads not taken” in today’s dominant policy debates. Modern securities law is
rooted in the governmental response to the financial crisis of 1929 and its ensuing, devastating
effects on the American and global economies. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt faced two
distinctive points of view in coming to grips with the crisis. Progressive activists had been
calling for more transparency and disclosure in the financial sector since the turn of the 20th
century. This was a primarily procedural remedy; the idea was to empower ordinary investors to
make better decisions by ensuring that those soliciting investments disclosed sufficient
information about their nature and likely risks. 127
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Another group of advisors pushed for a more substantive approach. Alarmed by the waste
of capital in the 1920s in slapdash real estate development, they envisioned agencies intended to
“direct the flow of new investment in private industry” toward socially useful projects. 128 For
these critics, deception was a problem of the crisis, but not the primary problem (after all, who
would complain about being deceived into an investment that provided reliable, sustainable
returns? Rather, they focused on wastes of resources. For example, Rexford Tugwell wanted a
commission to influence the allocation of capital. 129 The corporate governance expert Adolf
Berle advocated for an agency to “exercise a real control over undue expansion of groups of
credit instruments,” to reduce volatility and tame financialization. 130
Unfortunately, the United States chose another path. Government pursued industrial
policy, but investment markets were in large part left out of it. 131 By 1934, Roosevelt and
Congress had decisively opted for disclosure-based, rather than substantive financial regulation.
And for decades, the strategy appeared to be a serviceable one. Investor confidence was high,
and an orderly flow of investment into the stock market was rewarded with an orderly, relatively
high rate of return. Nevertheless, many critics have warned that the United States has
systematically underinvested in infrastructure, health information technology, antibiotics, public
transportation, home health care, technical education, and many other sectors and services,
particularly in the last few decades. 132 Instead, thanks to many of the dynamics that highfrequency trading is the culmination of, more capital has been going into finance itself. 133
The concept of finance mostly financing finance may seem paradoxical. But it is
ultimately a reflection of the power of Wall Street over other sectors of the economy. 134 While
Wall Street firms pride themselves on forcing managers in ordinary industries to cut costs and
reduce wages, economist Thomas Philippon has confirmed that finance firms themselves are
becoming more expensive. 135
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Stable, sustainable returns for investors are only possible in environment where some
critical mass of investors are acting for the long-term, rather than trying to take advantage of
moment by moment fluctuations in prices. Moreover, there must be some societal steering of
capital towards sectors where it underallocated, and away from places where it is
overallocated. 136 And it is this thoughtful steering that high-frequency trading directly
undermines. 137
Moreover, to the extent that high-frequency traders are merely trading on the basis of
others’ actions, they are parasitic, making money from the market process itself rather than
informed investment in the future. What are the costs of diverting more funds (and thus, human
effort) to financialization? Macroeconomists J. Bradford Delong and Stephen Cohen calculate
that:
Over the past 15 years, the United States has half-consciously re-shaped its economy.
The country shifted some 7 percent of its GDP out of manufacturing and added some 7
percent of GDP in the expansion of finance, insurance, and real estate transactions. . . .
The communities of engineering practice and innovative technological development do
move and emerge elsewhere as you shift labor from real engineering, which calculates
stresses in materials and quantum tunneling in doped semiconductors, into financial
engineering, which calculated delta-hedge decay and vega convexity for synthetic
securities. It also means that you must create more and more debt so that other nations
have the dollars to accumulate and not balance their trade—and yours.” 138
Endlessly trading and revaluing such debt (and equities) will not contribute to real living
standards, and in fact has reduced them. 139 As University of Chicago Law Professor Eric A.
Posner and economist Glen Weyl recognize in their review of Piketty, “the fundamental problem
facing American capitalism is . . . the radical deviations from the just rewards of the marketplace
that have crept into our society and increasingly drives talented students out of innovation and
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into finance.” 140 Only a patient, considered industrial policy can reverse the short-termist,
liquidationist ethic now accelerating returns to finance while draining the real economy.
HFT is a perfect match for a finance sector dominated by ever shorter time horizons.
Equity markets are becoming ever less concerned with the real economy (for example, questions
like, Which company makes the most fuel-efficient cars? or even Which firm makes cars that
customers will want to buy?) than with windows of opportunity for sudden arbitrage (for
example, How do we buy thousands of shares of Ford milliseconds before a major pension fund
buys them and drives up their price, and then sell them milliseconds later?).141 HFT strategies
may conduce to some abstract conception of liquidity, but they do not provide measurable gains
to the productive functions of the economy.
[Parts IV (on APPEAL) and V (conclusion) are still incomplete. I apologize for this
absence, but will be happy to discuss in my presentation. I may ultimately change part III of this
draft to discuss other’s excellent work in political economy, rather than trying to pursue it
myself. For example, I may draw on my reviews of Jennifer Taub’s Other People’s Houses, Orly
Lobel’s Talent Wants to be Free, Gabriella Coleman’s Coding Freedom, Rakesh Khurana’s
From Higher Aims to Hired Hands: The Social Transformation of American Business Schools
and the Unfulfilled Promise of Management as a Profession, and the collection Access to
Knowledge in the Age of Intellectual Property. My review of Julie Cohen’s book, Configuring
the Networked Self also describes aspects of excellent legal scholarship in political economy.]
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